ELM HALL CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS
AND ANTICIPATED OPENING DATE
OUR TEMPORARY TRIPLE PLAN AND MOVE IN

- Triple rooms will be in Maple and the Traditional Halls (Thomas, Bradford, and Randall).
- Specific temporary assignments, as well as permanent assignments in Elm, have been emailed to students.
- Elm Hall students: Please proceed to the location of your temporary assignment to check in.
Move-in instructions, date, and time will be provided in advance.

Professional moving services, student move-in volunteers, and limited moving supplies will be available.

Students will not be able to stay in their temporary room assignment.

Discounts will be applied to the room rates of ALL students residing in triple rooms due to the Elm Hall delay. Each student will receive a $630 credit to their student account, after Census Day (Sept. 3, 2014).
We will make every reasonable effort to keep roommates and floor mates in relative close proximity during the temporary room assignment period.

We are also committed to ensuring that you interact with your RA and roommate for Elm Hall. We anticipate holding community meetings, events and other opportunities for you and the rest of the Elm Hall community to get to know each other prior to the move over to Elm Hall.
1.) Only bring what you need for the first few weeks.

2.) Elm students will receive mail at the Traditional Halls Front Desk.

   Student Name
   Colorado School of Mines
   1795 Elm Street
   Elm Hall, Room #
   Golden, CO 80401
   - Please wait to send large items until after the Elm Hall move.

3.) Please let us know if you need anything!
DEPARTMENT OF RESIDENCE LIFE AND HOUSING:
CONTACT INFORMATION

Brent Waller, Director of Residence Life and Housing
Email: bwaller@mines.edu
Phone 303.273.3046

Maryann Kozar, Administrative Coordinator for Residence Life and Housing
Email: mkozar@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3181

Katie Schmalzel, Assistant Director of Housing Operations
Email: kschmalz@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3982

Debi Pretz, Administrative Coordinator
Email: dpretz@mines.edu
Phone: 303.384.2576

Jackie Garramone, Assignments Specialist
Email: jgarramo@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3928

Mary Elliot, Associate Director of Residence Life
Email: mfelliot@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.5522

Brice Bleem, Residence Life Coordinator for Maple and Aspen Halls
Email: bbleem@mines.edu
Phone 303.273.3995

Erik Buol, Residence Life Coordinator for Weaver Towers and Elm Hall
Email: ebuol@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3994

Kevin Caputo, Residence Life Coordinator for Apartment Life
Email: kcaputo@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3922

Lisa Latronica, Residence Life Coordinator for the Traditional Halls
Email: llatroni@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3276
Email: housing@mines.edu
Phone: 303.273.3351

http://inside.mines.edu/Residence-Life

- Room Rates: http://inside.mines.edu/Residence-Life
- Room Designer (view floor plans and experiment with furniture placement): http://inside.mines.edu/RSL-Room-Layouts
- What to Bring To Campus: http://inside.mines.edu/UserFiles/File/studentLife/ResidenceLife/Moving%20on-Campus%20To-Do%20List.pdf
- Orientation/Oredigger Camp: http://inside.mines.edu/orientation